With the advent of precision oncology, there is an urgent need to develop improved methods for rapidly detecting responses to targeted therapies. Here, we have developed an ultrasensitive measure of cell-free tumor load using targeted and whole-genome sequencing approaches to assess responses to tyrosine kinase inhibitors in patients with advanced lung cancer. Analyses of 28 patients treated with anti-EGFR or HER2 therapies revealed a bimodal distribution of cell-free circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) after therapy initiation, with molecular responders having nearly complete elimination of ctDNA (>98%). Molecular nonresponders displayed limited changes in ctDNA levels posttreatment and experienced significantly shorter progression-free survival (median 1.6 vs. 13.7 months, P < 0.0001; HR ¼ 66.6; 95% confidence interval, 13.0-341.7), which was detected on average 4 weeks earlier than CT imaging. ctDNA analyses of patients with radiographic stable or nonmeasurable disease improved prediction of clinical outcome compared with CT imaging. These analyses provide a rapid approach for evaluating therapeutic response to targeted therapies and have important implications for the management of patients with cancer and the development of new therapeutics.
Introduction
The management of oncogene-addicted cancer has been improved by the development of targeted therapies that act against a variety of cancer dependencies (1, 2). However, therapeutic efficacy of targeted therapies has been limited by incomplete pharmacologic suppression of tumors or through the selection of resistance mutations in subclonal populations of tumor cells. Disease monitoring using CT imaging is the current clinical practice for assessing response to targeted therapy, yet this approach does not fully represent the molecular and pathologic changes occurring in tumors during therapy. Repeat tissue biopsies of accessible cancer lesions have been used to provide insights into therapeutic decision-making but rarely capture the complexity of intra-and intertumoral heterogeneity and are invasive procedures with potential complications. Theoretically, the ability to noninvasively track specific clonal populations of tumor cells over time has the potential to rapidly and dynamically inform therapy sequence and combinatorial strategies. However, there are currently no approved or clinically recognized noninvasive molecularly defined strategies to assess early drug responsiveness or adaptive resistance in patients with cancer before radiographic progression.
Cell-free circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) is released from tumor cells into the circulation and has been detected in patients with early-and late-stage cancers (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . A key challenge of liquid biopsy approaches has been developing methods to detect and characterize small fractions of ctDNA in large populations of total cell-free DNA. A variety of studies have focused on changes in ctDNA during the course of therapy, but have largely focused on the analysis of specific or limited number of alterations that may only represent specific subclones of the tumor (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . More recent studies have used panels of commonly mutated driver genes to allow detection of multiple driver clones, typically at the time of diagnosis (4, 6, (19) (20) (21) . However, no study has yet assessed the clinical value of a comprehensive genome-wide analysis of ctDNA alterations to evaluate tumor burden at very early timepoints following commencement of targeted therapy.
We hypothesized that kinetic changes in the amount of DNA released from tumor cells may occur within hours to days of treatment administration. In this study, we used an ultrasensitive liquid biopsy approach to evaluate patients with advanced nonsmall cell lung cancer who had tumor responses or progression on tyrosine kinase inhibitors, including erlotinib, a first-generation inhibitor of the EGFR, afatinib, a second-generation inhibitor of EGFR, and ERBB2 (22) (23) (24) , as well as osimertinib and mavelertinib (PF-06747775), third-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors targeting EGFR with activating and resistance (T790M) mutations (25, 26) . Overall, these analyses investigated whether rapid changes and the overall levels in the amounts of ctDNA can serve as real-time and predictive biomarkers of patient outcome to a targeted cancer therapy.
Patients and Methods

Study design
In this proof-of-principle retrospective study, we assessed serial blood draws from 28 patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) undergoing treatment with targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) to directly detect somatic sequence and structural alterations in cfDNA, monitor ctDNA dynamics during therapy, determine cell-free tumor burden, and predict clinical outcome (Fig. 1) . Liquid biopsies were obtained immediately prior to treatment (baseline) and at serial timepoints until disease progression. This cohort included 12 patients with RECIST 1.1 partial response, 8 with stable disease, 5 with progressive disease, and 3 with nonmeasurable disease but who derived clinical benefit. We used the ultrasensitive, targeted error correction sequencing (TEC-Seq) approach (6) as well as whole-genome sequencing to identify tumor-derived sequence alterations and chromosomal copy number changes in cfDNA. We evaluated the dynamics of alterations identified and developed a noninvasive measure of cell-free tumor load (cfTL) to evaluate real-time response to treatment. We analyzed changes in cfTL within hours to days after treatment compared with baseline and assessed whether cfTL could serve as a marker of patient outcome.
Patient and sample characteristics
Twenty-eight patients with metastatic non-small cell lung cancer undergoing treatment with TKIs at University of California San Diego (San Diego, CA) or Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, MD) were included in our study. Clinical and pathologic characteristics for all patients are summarized in Table 1  and Supplementary Tables S1 and S2 , and tumor load dynamics are shown in Fig. 2 and in Supplementary Fig. S1 . Patient enrollment and genomic studies were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, were approved by the Institutional Review Board and patients provided written informed consent for sample acquisition for research purposes.
The Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) version 1.1 (27) were used for assessment of response. Of these 28 patients, 20 eventually experienced disease progression while 8 continue to derive clinical benefit from targeted inhibition (Supplementary Table S1 ).
For all patients, serial blood draws were collected over the course of treatment with targeted inhibition for isolation of plasma and extraction of cfDNA for genomic analyses. Timepoints were analyzed immediately prior to treatment for baseline assessment as well as at serial intervals until disease progression (Supplementary Table S2 ).
Sample preparation and next-generation sequencing of cfDNA
Whole blood was collected in K2 EDTA tubes or Streck tubes and processed immediately or within 2 hours after storage at 4 C for EDTA tubes or room temperature for Streck tubes, respectively. Plasma and cellular components were separated by centrifugation at 800 Â g for 10 minutes at 4 C. Plasma was centrifuged a second time at 18,000 Â g at room temperature to remove any remaining cellular debris and stored at À80 C until the time of DNA extraction. DNA was isolated from plasma using the Qiagen Circulating Nucleic Acids Kit (Qiagen GmbH) and eluted in LoBind tubes (Eppendorf AG). Concentration and quality of cfDNA was assessed using the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies).
TEC-Seq next-generation sequencing cell-free DNA libraries were prepared from 11 to 350 ng of cfDNA. Genomic libraries were prepared as described previously (6) . Briefly, the NEBNext DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs) was used with four main modifications to the manufacturer's guidelines: (i) The library purification steps utilized the on-bead Ampure XP approach, (ii) reagent volumes were adjusted accordingly to accommodate the on-bead strategy, (iii) a pool of 8 unique Illumina dual index adapters with 8-bp barcodes were used in the ligation reaction, and (iv) cfDNA libraries were amplified with Hotstart Phusion Polymerase. Genomic library preparation was performed as described previously (6) . Concentration and quality of cfDNA genomic libraries were assessed using the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies).
Targeted capture was performed using the Agilent SureSelect reagents and a custom set of hybridization probes targeting 58 genes (Supplementary Table S3 ) as per the manufacturer's guidelines. The captured library was amplified with HotStart Phusion Polymerase (New England Biolabs). The concentration and quality of captured cfDNA libraries were assessed on the Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). TEC-Seq libraries were sequenced using 100-bp paired-end runs on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 (Illumina).
Primary processing of next-generation sequencing data and identification of putative somatic mutations Primary processing of next-generation sequence data for analyses of sequence alterations in cfDNA samples was performed as described previously (6) . Briefly, Illumina CASAVA (Consensus Assessment of Sequence and Variation) software (version 1.8) was used for demultiplexing and masking of dual index adapter sequences. Sequence reads were aligned against the human reference genome (hg19) using NovoAlign with additional realignment of select regions using the Needleman-Wunsch method (28) .
Candidate somatic mutations, consisting of point mutations, small insertions, and deletions were identified using VariantDx (28) across the targeted regions of interest as described previously (6) .
Briefly, an alteration was considered a candidate somatic mutation only when: (i) three distinct paired reads contained the mutation in the plasma and the number of distinct paired reads containing a particular mutation in the plasma was at least 0.1% of the total distinct read pairs; or (ii) four distinct paired reads contained the mutation in the plasma and the number of distinct paired reads containing a particular mutation in the plasma was at least 0.05% and less than 0.1% of the total distinct read pairs; (iii) the mismatched base was not present in >1% of the reads in a panel of unmatched normal Schematic of cfTL determination and prediction of therapeutic response. Liquid biopsies from metastatic non-small cell lung cancer (mNSCLC) patients undergoing treatment with tyrosine kinase inhibition were analyzed at baseline and at serial time points after treatment. The TEC-Seq approach was used to directly identify sequence alterations across 58 genes encompassing 80,930 bases sequenced to >30,000Â coverage, and whole-genome approaches were used to identify copy number changes in cfDNA. The cfTL was determined as the mutant allele fraction of the most abundant alteration in a clone targeted by TKI for patients with detected sequence alterations, or as the presence or absence of aneuploidy based on PA score in patients without detectable sequence alterations. Prediction of therapeutic response to targeted therapy based on ctDNA dynamics was assessed through changes in cfTL from baseline to subsequent timepoints post treatment, whereas response assessment through CT imaging was performed 5-7 weeks after treatment.
samples as well as not present in a custom database of common germline variants derived from dbSNP; (iv) the altered base did not arise from misplaced genome alignments including paralogous sequences; and (v) the mutation fell within a proteincoding region and was classified as a missense, nonsense, frameshift, or splice site alteration.
Candidate alterations were defined as somatic hotspots if the nucleotide change and amino acid change were identical to an alteration observed in !20 cancer cases reported in the COSMIC database. Alterations that were not hotspots were retained only if either (i) seven or more distinct paired reads contained the mutation in the plasma and the number of distinct paired reads containing a particular mutation in the plasma was at least 0.1% and less than 0.2%, of the total distinct read pairs or (ii) six or more distinct paired reads contained the mutation in the plasma and the number of distinct paired reads containing a particular mutation in the plasma were at least 0.2% of the total distinct read pairs. To track clonal changes over time, any alteration identified in at least one blood draw was assessed in the remaining timepoints.
Common germline variants were identified and removed if present in !25% of reads or <25% of reads if the variant was recurrent and the majority of alterations at that position had a mutant allele fraction ! 25%. Variants known to be at a somatic hotspot position or producing a truncating mutation in a tumor suppressor gene were not excluded as germline changes. Because of the high frequency of mutations in specific genes and the possible confounding between somatic and germline changes, we limited analyses in the APC gene to frameshift or nonsense mutations, and in KRAS, HRAS, and NRAS to positions to 12, 13, 61, and 146. Finally, we excluded hematopoietic expansionrelated variants that have been described previously (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) , including those in DNMT3A, IDH1, and IDH2 and specific alterations within ATM, GNAS, JAK2, or TP53 (Supplementary  Table S3 ).
Primary processing of next-generation sequencing data for analyses of copy number alterations in cfDNA samples was performed as follows: Bam files were preprocessed by successively running CleanSam and MarkDuplicates from Picard Tools version 2.9.0. (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard). Sequence reads were aligned against the human reference genome (hg19) using NovoAlign.
Candidate somatic structural variants were identified through analyses of low-coverage whole-genome sequencing data obtained from off-target reads mapping outside of the targeted capture of 58 cancer driver genes (Supplementary Table S3 ) in areas of the genome farther than 1,000 base pairs from the start or end of a targeted region. Off-target reads were divided into 100-kb bins with the exception of filtered bins (i) with less than 10 kb due to spacing of target regions, (ii) having GC content less than 30% or greater than 70%, (iii) where 25% fell within the ENCODE Duke Excluded Regions Track (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/ hgFileUi?db¼hg19&g¼wgEncodeMapability). The total number of unique reads mapping to each bin were counted to exclude filtered regions:
where r b is the number of unique reads mapped to bin b, x b is the length of bin b, and f b is the number of filtered base pairs within bin b, and the normalized score, s b , was assigned to each bin. To remove GC-bias and normalize for sequencing depth, we used LOESS smoothing to predict a bin's normalized score from the bin-specific GC content. The GC-corrected score for each bin, e s b , is defined for bin b by subtracting the predicted score from s b and exponentiating this using base 2. We summed the GC-corrected scores for each chromosome arm. The summed score for a given chromosome arm was divided by the summed score using all bins to calculate the percentage of genomic representation.
Z scores were calculated as described previously (10) for each chromosome arm for each timepoint and patient assessed to determine areas of genome over or under representation. PA scores were calculated as described previously (10) using the five chromosome arms with the largest absolute z scores. PA scores higher than the threshold score of 2.4 provide a specificity greater than 90% (Student t distribution, three degrees of freedom) for the presence of aneuploid circulating tumor DNA.
Cell-free tumor load
We directly detected sequence and copy number alterations in cfDNA for each patient at each timepoint analyzed and used a tiered approach to evaluate tumor burden. For patients with detectable sequence alterations, the mutant allele fraction of the most abundant alteration in a clone targeted by the TKI was used as readout of cfTL. In patients without detectable sequence alterations, we evaluated the PA score as a binary readout of cfTL where a score above 2.4 indicated aneuploidy and evidence of tumor burden and a score below 2.4 indicated normal ploidy and the absence of detectable tumor burden in plasma. Changes in cfTL were evaluated to compare tumor burden at baseline and at other timepoints during treatment using quantitative assessment of cfTL mutant allele fractions for patients with detectable sequence clones and qualitative assessment of change from aneuploidy to normal ploidy representing a complete response for patients without detectable sequence clones ( Fig. 3A and B; Supplementary Fig. S2 ).
Analyses of concordance between alterations observed with TEC-Seq in the plasma and clinical NGS analyses in the tumor tissue or plasma were performed for alterations within overlapping panel regions (Supplementary Fig. S3 ). Alterations identified through TEC-Seq, but not evaluated with clinical NGS analyses of tumor tissue or plasma, were not assessed for concordance.
Statistical analysis
Significance was determined using a variety of methods. To assess the significance of reduction in cfTL (Fig. 3A) , change in the number of sequence mutations detected (Fig. 3B) , and reduction in PA scores ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ), and in patients with radiographic response or stable disease versus patients with no radiographic response posttreatment we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The significance of newly emerging mutations in 6 of 8 patients within the same day after initiation of therapy were evaluated by comparison with emerging alterations in 2 patients detected at earlier timepoints within 188 days prior to therapy. The rates of emerging mutations in the presence (within 4-12 hours) and absence of selective pressure of therapy were compared using a Gamma-Poisson Bayesian model. A Gamma (1, 100) prior was used for both mutation rates. Reported rates were based on the posterior mean and 99% posterior credible intervals (CI; Fig. 4) . We compared progression-free survival in ctDNA responders versus ctDNA nonresponders (Fig. 5C ) as well as in RECIST subgroups (partial response, stable disease, and progressive disease; Supplementary Fig. S4 ) using the Mantel-Cox logrank test. Paired t test was used to assess the difference in the time to response assessment posttherapy based on ctDNA analyses versus RECIST (Fig. 5D) .
Results
Overall approach
As a proof of concept, we evaluated cell-free DNA (cfDNA) from 28 patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer. Of the 28 patients, 9 were initially diagnosed with stage IA, IIA, or IIIA disease, and the remaining presented with metastatic disease at initial diagnosis (Table 1) . Prior to these analyses, patients received treatment with anti-EGFR agents (n ¼ 20), platinumbased chemotherapy (n ¼ 11), or immune checkpoint inhibitors (n ¼ 1; Table 1; Supplementary Table S1 ). Nine patients initially treated with first-or second-generation EGFR TKIs developed the EGFR T790M resistance mutation and were subsequently treated with third-generation EGFR TKIs (Supplementary Table S1 ). We performed liquid biopsy analyses during treatment with targeted therapies, including osimertinib (n ¼ 15), afatinib (n ¼ 5), mavelertinib (n ¼ 5), or erlotinib (n ¼ 3; Supplementary  Table S1 ). Tumor response for these patients was determined using RECIST version 1.1 (27) . Of the 28 patients analyzed, 12 achieved a partial response based on their initial CT assessment after treatment initiation, while 8 patients exhibited stable disease, and five developed progressive disease (Supplementary Table S1 ). One patient with limited miliary metastases in the lungs and two with exclusive bone lesions were classified as having nonmeasurable disease (Supplementary Table S1 ).
CT Assessment
For each patient, approximately 5 mL of plasma were collected immediately prior to therapy (baseline), at a median time of 19 days after therapy initiation, and at additional serial timepoints until disease progression was confirmed by radiographic assessment (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2 ). To analyze changes in cfDNA in these patients and capture the clonal heterogeneity of metastatic disease, we developed a combined comprehensive approach for analysis of both sequence and chromosomal changes. For sequence analyses, we used our recently developed TEC-Seq approach to evaluate 58 well-known cancer driver genes ( Fig. 1; Supplementary Tables S3-S5; ref. 6 ). This method is based on targeted capture and deep sequencing (>30,000Â) of DNA fragments to provide a high degree of specificity across 80,930 bp of coding gene regions and enables identification of tumorspecific alterations in ctDNA while distinguishing these from amplification and sequencing artifacts, germline changes, or alterations related to blood cell proliferation that may be present in cfDNA (6) . To evaluate chromosomal changes that may be present in ctDNA, we used whole-genome sequences obtained from off-target fragments that were not captured during analysis of targeted regions in manner similar to other genome-wide copy number analyses, including Digital Karyotyping and related NGS approaches (10, 34, 35) . The most aberrant alterations in the genome representation of individual chromosome arms were used to construct a plasma aneuploidy score (PA score) that was evaluated to detect changes in ctDNA during therapy (Supplementary Table S6 ). 
Dynamics of cell-free tumor load
We evaluated ctDNA in all patients at baseline (pretreatment) and after the initiation of therapy. In the blood draws that were analyzed, we detected sequence alterations in 24 of 28 cases. At the baseline timepoint, patients had an average of 3.2 tumorspecific somatic mutations, affecting 16 driver genes, ranging from one to 14 alterations per case (Supplementary Table S5 ). Of 24 patients with detectable sequence alterations, 23 had at least one targetable mutation in either EGFR or ERBB2, with ctDNA mutant allele fractions ranging from 0.10% to 53.71% (Supplementary Table S5 ). Nine of the 15 patients treated with osimertinib had EGFR T790M acquired resistance mutations in the circulation at baseline, with ctDNA mutant allele fractions ranging from 0.13% to 10.09% (Supplementary Table S5 ), consistent with their previous treatment with EGFR TKIs (Supplementary Table S1 ). Previously described alterations in genes involved in blood cell proliferation (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) were observed in 18 patients across all timepoints analyzed, and were removed from further analyses (Supplementary Table S7 ). Chromosomal changes were detected in 18 of 28 cases analyzed. In most patients, multiple chromosomal arms were aberrant ( Fig. 2;  Supplementary Fig. S1 ; Supplementary Table S6), resulting in PA scores ranging from 2.6 to 14.9 at the baseline blood sample. Through our combined analyses, we identified either a tumorderived sequence or chromosomal change or both types of alterations in 25 of 28 cases.
On the basis of the alterations observed in cfDNA through analyses of multiple genes, we developed a new metric, termed cell-free tumor load (cfTL), which is defined as the contribution of the most abundant alterations in cfDNA at any particular timepoint during the course of tumor evolution ( Fig. 1 ; Supplementary Tables S5 and S6 ). In this study, the most abundant alterations were typically in driver genes targeted by the TKIs utilized (e.g., EGFR and ERBB2). We used a tiered approach to evaluate ctDNA levels, first using cfTL levels based on sequence changes, and then PA scores based on chromosomal changes if sequence alterations were not present. This approach has the benefit of providing a comprehensive assessment of tumorderived alterations that would represent overall tumor burden during the course of disease and selective pressure of therapeutic interventions.
All patients with an initial objective radiographic response to targeted therapy displayed dramatic reduction of cfTL with mutant allele concentrations reduced from an average of 10.80% at baseline to 0.18% at a median time of 19 days after treatment initiation (>95% decrease, P < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test; Figs. 2 and 3; Supplementary Fig. S1 ; Supplementary  Table S1 ). Figure 2 depicts a representative patient with metastatic disease (CGPLLU12) who had a rapid decline of cfTL from baseline to day 10 after initiation of osimertinib. This patient exhibited a progression-free survival of 7.0 months, then subsequently developed resistance in the primary lung lesion. In Patients with reduction of cfTL >98% and 98% were categorized as ctDNA responders and ctDNA nonresponders, respectively. B, cfTL at the time of ctDNA assessment (blue) and PFS (orange) are depicted for patients analyzed. Radiographic assessment is indicated in the right column as partial response (PR), stable disease (SD), nonmeasurable disease (NM), or progressive disease (PD). Patient CGPLLU244 had cfTL levels >100% at the time of ctDNA assessment ( Ã ). C, Progression-free survival for ctDNA responders and nonresponders (P < 0.0001, Mantel-Cox log-rank test). D, Progression-free survival based on initial radiographic assessment (P ¼ 0.0002, Mantel-Cox log-rank test). E, Time to response assessment as determined by CT scans (blue) or analyses of ctDNA (orange) are indicated with median time to assessment shown in dotted lines (P < 0.0001, Wilcoxon signed rank test).
patients with radiographic stable disease, mutant allele concentrations were reduced from an average of 2.24% at baseline to 1.04% after treatment initiation ( Fig. 3A ; Supplementary  Table S5 ; P ¼ 0.03, Wilcoxon signed rank test). Likewise, PA scores decreased in responders (average decrease of 92%, P ¼ 0.002, Wilcoxon signed rank test), including in patient CGPLLU97 who had no sequence alterations detected in the plasma (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). In contrast, all 5 patients with radiographic progressive disease experienced limited variation in cfTL, as measured through both sequence and chromosomal alterations, ranging from an average mutant allele fraction of 14.23% at baseline to 11.84% after initiation of therapy (Figs. 2 and 3A and B; Supplementary Fig. S1 ; P ¼ 0.6, Wilcoxon signed rank test).
In addition to changes in cfTL, the average number of observed alterations also decreased in responders from 3.6 to 1.1 mutations per patient (P < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed rank test), while patients with stable or progressive disease had no significant change in the number of mutations observed during therapy (Fig. 3B) . Clinical NGS testing performed to identify alterations in tumor tissue or plasma during the care of these patients independently confirmed 79.2% of the changes detected in our study ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). These observations suggest that both ctDNA levels and clonal heterogeneity are dramatically reduced at early timepoints in responding patients due to therapeutic selective pressure, and in nonresponding patients, the emergence and growth of tumor subclones can be detected earlier than radiographic progression.
Analysis of cfDNA within hours of therapy
For a subset of patients, we evaluated multiple follow-up blood draws at extremely early timepoints in therapy. An immediate timepoint within the same day at 4-12 hours after the initiation of the first dose of treatment was available for five patients who experienced a radiographic partial response on the first or second scan (CGPLLU12, CGPLLU14, CGPLLU86, CGPLLU99, and CGLU344), two clinical responders classified with nonmeasurable disease (CGLU315 and CGLU373), and one patient with progressive disease (CGLU294). In 6 of the 8 patients for whom immediate timepoints were evaluated, increasing ctDNA levels allowed for the identification of eight tumor-derived alterations not previously detected at baseline, including the targetable EGFR 746ELREATS>D clone in patient CGPLLU86 and an EGFR-resistance mutation T790M in patient CGLU344 (Fig. 4A) . Mutant allele fractions of the newly detected clones ranged from 0.15% to 1.70% with an average of 0.57% and suggested that these alterations were likely below the limit of detection at baseline and were detected due to an increase in ctDNA levels. Evaluating the relative rate of emerging mutations in a Bayesian statistical model, we estimated a 110-fold increase in the rate of emerging mutations comparing posttreatment to pretreatment levels (99% CI: 13-732). Overall, cfDNA amounts remained relatively constant between baseline and timepoints 4-12 hours after treatment, indicating that changes in ctDNA levels occurred due to changes in the relative abundance of mutated clones within cfDNA (Fig. 4B ). These observations suggest that the emergence of novel ctDNA variants may be related to early effects of therapy and are consistent with studies showing BIM-mediated apoptosis in responsive tumors 6-48 hours after exposure to EGFR inhibitors (36, 37) .
Cell-free tumor load and clinical outcome
We evaluated whether the dynamic cfTL changes observed at early timepoints after treatment initiation were associated with differences in clinical outcome. cfTL levels at these early time points were bimodal, with the lower group clustering at an average reduction in cfTL of 99.8% and the higher group having an average increase in cfTL of 0.06% (Fig. 5A) . We defined ctDNA responders as those with reduction in cfTL levels within three standard deviations of average reduction of the lower group (greater than 98.4%) while nonresponders were below this threshold. Eight of 12 patients who developed a complete ctDNA response (cfTL reduction of 100%) experienced progression-free survival longer than 1 year ( Fig. 5B; Supplementary Figs. S4 and S5 ). Of the 6 patients with radiographic stable disease, ctDNA analyses identified four patients with a molecular response (average PFS of 11.3 months) and two molecular nonresponders (average PFS of 2.6 months). One patient who was a radiographic partial responder but a molecular nonresponder had a PFS of 3.9 months. Importantly, 2 patients with nonmeasurable disease by RECIST were clearly identified as molecular responders with an average PFS of 13.7 months. Overall, we observed a significantly shorter median progression-free survival for ctDNA nonresponders compared with ctDNA responders (1.6 months vs. 13.7 months, P < 0.0001; HR ¼ 66.6; 95% CI: 13.0-341.7, log-rank test; Fig. 5C ; Supplementary Fig. S5 ). Importantly, cfTL reduction at a median of 19 days appeared to be a more accurate predictor of clinical outcome compared with initial CT imaging performed an average of 47 days after initiation of therapy (P < 0.0001, Wilcoxon signed rank test; Figs. 5C-E; Supplementary Figs. S4-S6 ).
Discussion
Despite the success of targeted therapies for many cancers, durable responses eventually lead to progressive disease through the evolution of resistant clones. The standard approach for assessing treatment efficacy has been based on imaging measurement of tumor dimensions (27) , which may not capture changes in clonal subpopulations and may be confounded by the tumor microenvironment. More recently, ctDNA methods have been used for disease monitoring, but these have largely been based on technologies that evaluate a limited number of genes or specific mutations and do not allow for evaluation of the dynamics of multiple tumor clones (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . We have developed an approach for evaluating tumor burden through a cell-free tumor load measurement that incorporates both sequence changes across many driver genes as well as whole-genome structural changes, allowing detection of tumor-related alterations in all patients analyzed. This effort addresses the value of comprehensive measurements of ctDNA within hours to days after targeted therapy initiation. In a complementary study, we have shown the benefit of these analyses for predicting response to immune checkpoint blockade using ctDNA dynamics (38) .
Through this approach, we demonstrate that dynamic changes in plasma ctDNA after drug exposure may provide insights into clinical efficacy of targeted therapy. We observed a reduction of cell-free tumor load in patients with radiographic response and limited changes in ctDNA in nonresponders after initiation of therapy. We also showed that patients with radiographic nonmeasurable disease and those with stable disease at first imaging evaluation can be more accurately classified using ctDNA analyses after TKI initiation. These examples reflect the utility of ctDNA for addressing current unmet clinical needs for real-time biomarkers of response and evolution of tumor burden. Although individual mutation analyses may miss specific subclones or may be absent in individual patients, the integrated analysis of sequence and structural changes permitted evaluation of the majority of cases for cfTL changes. The tiered complementary approach has the benefit of incorporating sequence mutations in cfDNA that have both qualitative and quantitative characteristics in the type and level of detected alterations, while chromosomal changes add quantitative assessment of genome-wide alterations that are typically present in every cancer.
Despite the clinical utility of this approach, these analyses have a number of limitations. First, our genome-wide analyses were based on whole-genome data at low coverage (<1Â) and these could be improved in the future through deeper complementary sequencing. In addition, the cohort analyzed in this study was small and may not reflect the full repertoire of the disease complexity of patients with advanced NSCLC. Larger studies will be needed to validate these observations for patients with lung cancer treated with these and other targeted therapies, as well as for patients with other cancer types. Prospective trials with blood samples collected at regular intervals would allow for standardization of liquid biopsy analyses and for evaluation of responses to treatment compared with CT imaging. Analysis of extremely early timepoints within hours after initiation of therapy identified the emergence of new tumorderived mutations in most responding patients. The detection of new mutations and increase in the levels of existing alterations at this time provide insight into rapid release of ctDNA observed during apoptotic cell death. These analyses open the possibility of extremely early detection of response to targeted therapies. Faster and predictive determinants of patient response can aid in navigating adaptive therapeutic strategies to reduce toxicity, identify early resistance to targeted therapy, and enable the consideration of combinatorial approaches early in a patient's therapy. In addition, as occurred in 2 patients, these data indicate the utility of a single dose of treatment to elicit levels of ctDNA high enough to identify possible tumor-derived alterations.
These results suggest a new paradigm in cancer therapeutics and drug development in which cfTL molecular response criteria may be used to provide insight into clinical endpoints including overall survival and progression-free survival. Given the heterogeneity of metastatic disease, the cfTL approach we describe has the advantage of measuring overall tumor burden of clonal populations during selective pressure of targeted therapies. For patients without molecular response, liquid or tissue biopsies can provide additional information related to mechanisms of resistance and provide a context to consider other therapeutic strategies. cfTL monitoring may provide an early biomarker for proofof-concept studies of novel targeted therapies both for established and new molecular targets. Combining cfTL response information with early pharmacokinetic data may ultimately provide the biologically effective dose needed for an individual's cancer rather than a maximally tolerated dose. Novel clinical trials could include rapid response assessments using cfTL in basket designs to expedite drug development.
